Grays - Torreys Saddle
0.45 3.25 Grays - Torreys Saddle
0.95 2.80 Junction with Torreys Trail - South Slope
0.35 1.85 Junction with Kelso Saddle Trail
0.70 1.50 Large Trail Sign
0.80 0.80 Switchback beneath Kelso Mountain
0.00 0.00 Trailhead in Stevens Gulch

Mount Edwards - 13850
1.05 1.00 Mount Edwards
1.30 0.60 Junction with Kelso Ridge Trail - North Slope
1.05 0.70 Junction with Kelso Ridge Trail - South Slope
0.80 0.80 Switchback beneath Kelso Ridge
1.20 1.00 Kelso Ridge and Grays Saddle
0.95 1.05 Grays Peak Summit
0.35 1.85 Junction with Kelso Saddle Trail
0.70 1.50 Large Trail Sign
0.80 0.80 Switchback beneath Kelso Mountain
0.00 0.00 Trailhead in Stevens Gulch

Junction with Torreys Trail - South Slope
0.00 0.00 Trailhead in Stevens Gulch
0.95 2.80 Junction with Torreys Trail - South Slope
0.35 1.85 Junction with Kelso Saddle Trail
0.70 1.50 Large Trail Sign
0.80 0.80 Switchback beneath Kelso Mountain

Grizzly Gulch
0.40 4.15 Grays - Torreys Saddle
0.95 3.75 Grays Peak Summit
0.35 1.85 Junction with Kelso Saddle Trail
0.70 1.50 Large Trail Sign
0.80 0.80 Switchback beneath Kelso Mountain
0.00 0.00 Trailhead in Stevens Gulch

Grizzly Peak - 13427